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IN THIS MONTHʼS ISSUE

From the Editor Mike Edwards (10374)

Hello everybody and welcome to the flaming 
August issue. There isn’t much space for 
me to tell you about all of the fantastic 

articles in this month’s Small Printer, but make 
sure that you take a look at the fantastic articles 
written by Tommaso Olivero  and Bob Richardson 
– they’re both very special indeed!

Small Printer Mailing
Sandra Munday has decided to step down as  the 
mailer of Small Printer with immediate effect, so 
this month the magazine has been sent to you by 
Responsible Mailing of Preston. This arrange-
ment costs us fractionally more than mailing 
Small Printer ourselves, but by making savings 
elsewhere the difference to Society funds should 
be negligible. The biggest noticeable change will 
be to the supply of bundle items and you should 
refer to the panel below for details of how ar-
rangements have had to be altered.

 Josiah Wade Open Day
Ben Brundell sent me the following which may be 
of particular interest to Arab enthusiasts:  
The theme of Heritage Open Days this year is 
‘Astounding Inventions’, and at Wainsgate Baptist 
Chapel on the hills above Hebden Bridge, we will 
be celebrating Josiah Wade, the inventor of the 
Arab Press. Wade is buried at Wainsgate. Access 
and time prevent us from having an Arab in the 
Chapel, but we’re hoping to have some images 
and background to Wade’s life and some ephem-
era. Printers and non-printers alike are welcome 
to join us, tea and buns will be available during the 
open afternoon, running 2pm to 6pm on Sunday 
18 September. https://tinyurl.com/yfxh88r3

Rosen Result
The winner of this year’s Rosen Award is the 
Shropshire Branch, with the Lincolnshire and 
District Branch being runners-up. Let’s hope that 
more than two branches bother to enter next 
year.

Adana Centenary
The October issue sees us celebrate Adana’s 
100th birthday, so if you have anything at all Ada-
na-related send it in and hopefully we’ll have an 
issue full of articles, stories and reminiscences 
about the company that means so much to so 
many Small Printer readers.

Printers’ Poor Response
I’m sorry to have to report yet more BPS apathy. 
It’s a shame that in the year of Adana’s centenary, 
that the number of entries to this year’s Adana 
Trophy has been particularly poor. In a last at-
tempt to increase the number of entrants I have 
extended the closing date to 31st December 
2022. If this doesn’t considerably increase the 
number of entrants, then the competition will be 
discontinued after this year.  

Cover: An imposing piece by The Print Project’s Nick Loaring
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Small Printer Bundle Items
1. Members’ non-commercial Bundle Items are inserted free of charge. 350 copies, a maximum size of A5 
or folded to same. 2. You should email a photo or scan of the item to be included and the weight of the item 
to the editor before the 3rd of the month prior to publication. 3. Once approval has been received from the 
editor you should post the item to the address supplied to you by the editor.
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The ancestor of Small Printer was a late Victorian 
journal for amateur printers called, predictably, 
Amateur Printing. St Bride Library holds a 

complete set of the magazine which was published 
between June 1895 and January 1913. One of the main 
contributors, and indeed the driving force behind the 
publication, was Dr Theodore Maxwell (1847-1914) of 
Woolwich, and the magazine ceased publication soon 
after his death. A medical missionary and enthusiastic 
amateur printer, Maxwell was fascinated by the chal-
lenges faced by those who had problems with their 
eyesight, and some of his submissions to Amateur 
Printing were experiments in this area of medicine.

The content of Amateur Printing suggests that 
letterpress hobby printing in the late 19th century 
was very much the domain of ministers of the cloth 
and medical men. Each issue took the form of a 
bundle of random pieces, all printed by individual 
contributors and stapled/sewn together to form a 
magazine of sorts. An editorial by Dr Maxwell would 
sometimes bemoan the lack of contributions. Mike 
Edwards, editor of SP will no doubt sympathise.

Theodore Maxwell was active in the organisation 
of the White Letter Association, which produced 
literature, often of a religious nature, in white 
lettering on a dark ground. Maxwell believed, and 
there is some evidence to support his theory, that 
printing in this ‘negative’ format was easier to 
read for those with failing or defective eyesight. 
The reason for this was unclear. Unable to achieve 
sufficient pressure on his Golding Official press, the 
good doctor arranged for the blockmaker to print 

The Words at 
Your Fingertips
Bob Richardson takes a look at some of  the many and varied 
print solutions for people who are blind or have poor eyesight

Above  and Facing Page  Printed material produced by 
Theodore Maxwell for the White Letter Association c.1900.

Type Tales

the examples which appeared in Amateur Printing.
In the three centuries following Gutenberg’s 

invention of printing with movable type, the blind 
were neglected. Indeed the sightless were not 
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INVESTIGATING THE FASCINATING ARTEFACTS 
STORED IN THE VAULTS OF THE TYPE ARCHIVE

much catered for until the early nineteenth century, 
and the literature provided was usually in the 
form of religious tracts as the production costs 
were often borne by Christian church groups. 

The Godless were largely ignored. A few isolated 
attempts were made to devise alphabets in relief 
from the sixteenth century onward, but these were 
not taken up in large enough numbers to have any 
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significant impact upon the printing and publishing 
trades.

Frenchman Valentin Häuy tossed a low-value coin 
to a blind beggar while out walking one day. The 
beggar immediately called him back to point out 
that it was a much higher denomination that Häuy 
had probably thought it was. Häuy was astonished 
at the beggar’s sense of touch—and his honesty. 
The two coins were identical apart from the value 
engraved upon them. Inspired by this, Valentin 
Häuy devised an embossed alphabet for the blind. 
His further experiments would eventually lead to 
the foundation in Paris of the world’s first school for 
blind children in 1774.

Häuy’s pupils initially learned to read by feeling 
the face of metal types, arranged in rows and 
pages, but they were hardly a substitute for printed 

books. A simple cylinder press was obtained and 
embossed pages were eventually produced. The 
finished sheets were glued back-to-back, allowing 
the tactile surface to be double- sided, although this 
made the books very thick. Not many copies were 
produced as the embossed characters tended to be 
squashed by the weight of the volumes. Single-sid-
ed printing on the recto became the norm. The 
Paris blind school also operated a conventional 
press and accepted commercial work to supple-
ment running costs.

Soft packing was the secret of a good, deep 
emboss. Häuy’s successor, Dr Guillié, tried to fill to 

Above  Indian Braille alphabet card, published by the Christian 
Literature Society in 1902.
Facing Page  Scottish RSA blind alphabet competition entries, 1832.

Type Tales
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voids created by embossing with glue to preserve 
the definition, but the paste simply softened the 
pages and the idea was abandoned.

Later embossing processes used a variety of 
different alphabet styles, but it was a young pupil 
at the Paris school, Louis Braille who devised 
the system which would become the universal 
standard. Braille was born in 1809 in Coupvray, 
near the French capital. He lost his sight at the age 
of three after an accident with one of his father’s 
saddlery tools. Braille realised that the convention-
al alphabet was more suited to sighted readers, 
and that the blind needed something simpler. More 

importantly, the system should also be capable of 
being written by the blind themselves. By the age of 
twenty-four Louis Braille had devised an alphabet 
consisting of just six dots, arranged in various 
combinations rather like the face of a domino tile. 
Sixty-three combinations are possible within this 
seemingly limited scheme.

A talented musician, Louis Braille could have 
made his fortune as a concert organist but opted 
to remain in the damp and gloomy conditions of 
the Institution Nationale des Jeunes Aveugles as a 
teacher. After contracting tuberculosis, Braille died 
in 1852 at the age of just 43.

INVESTIGATING THE FASCINATING ARTEFACTS 
STORED IN THE VAULTS OF THE TYPE ARCHIVE
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This Page  Embossed printing for the blind by printer 
William M Watts (not Dicky) of Temple Bar, c.1860.
Facing Page: The Prize Typograph (1850) allowed 
the blind to print their own embossed texts. It was 
invented by William Hughes, Governor of Henshaw’s 
Blind Asylum in Manchester.
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In this country, the first English language em-
bossed book for the blind was published in 1827. It 
was the work of James Gall, who felt that any blind 
alphabet should also be recognisable to sighted 
readers who might be teaching the sightless. Gall’s 
process involved engraving the letters on wood 
and making stereos. Perhaps predictably, his books 
were primarily religious texts.

In 1832 the Royal Society of Arts of Scotland 
offered a prize for the best new design for an alpha-
bet for the blind. The winning entry was devised by 
Bristol typefounder Edmund Fry (1754-1835), who 
produced a simple sans using conventional roman 
letterforms. Despite winning the competition, Fry’s 
type was not universally adopted and a number of 
competing systems appeared subsequently. There 
was a general reluctance to abandon the Roman 
alphabet, so many new systems clung firmly to the 
ABC of sighted folk.

Braille eventually dominated the publication of 
books for the blind in the UK. A doctor, Thomas 
Rhodes Armitage, championed the case for Louis 
Braille’s system. Having lost his sight in the middle 
of a distinguished medical career he realised that a 
uniform system was needed to replace the multiple 
options which had developed piecemeal in England.

Braille had only one serious UK rival - Moon type. 
William Moon (1818-1894) became completely blind 
at the age of 21, so was familiar with the conven-
tional Roman alphabet. His system retained many 

recognisable letterforms, but around 50% of the 
characters were new, simpler designs. Moon’s 
type was initially read in zig-zag fashion, with lines 
alternating between left-to-right and right-to-left. 
Around 1990 the conventional left-to-right notation 
was adopted for all lines in a text. Moon type 
achieved considerable success and became the 
preferred system for those who had lost their sight 
in later life. It was also said to be more suitable 
for those whose fingers were coarsened by hard 
manual work.

Dr Moon’s type was cast in metal and set 
right-reading in the composing stick. Printed 
with extra pressure onto paper with soft packing 
beneath it, the letters were debossed, giving 
embossed right-reading characters on the reverse 
of the sheet. In the 1950s a young Cambridge Uni-
versity student, James Mosley, who later became 
the librarian at St Bride Foundation, recalls casting 
Moon type at Stevens Shanks from original Figgins 
matrices during his summer vacation.

A weekly newspaper was produced for Moon type 
readers from 1924 onward and school text books 
were printed with embossed diagrams, maps and 
‘pictures’. Around the same time the National Insti-
tute for the Blind produced a delightful picture book 
for blind children. A copy held at St Bride library 
shows relief printed pictures of animals, buildings 
and scientific principles such as the lever.

In the 1980s, following the closure of Stevens 
Shanks, new Moon type punches and matrices 
were cut by Monotype and supplied to the RNIB for 
their in-house printing operations. The master ma-
terial is still held at the Type Archive in Stockwell.

Facing Page  William Moon’s alphabet retains a few standard 
letterforms.
Below  The Moon newspaper was launched in 1924.

INVESTIGATING THE FASCINATING ARTEFACTS 
STORED IN THE VAULTS OF THE TYPE ARCHIVE
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The Royal National Institute of Blind People 
(formerly the RNIB) manages a large library of Moon 
texts, but the system is no longer actively supported. 
Braille is now the first choice for all RNIB printed 
matter. Embossing has also been largely superceded 
by thermography, which permits printing on both 
sides of a sheet, but even Braille now faces stiff com-
petition from text-to-speech software systems which 
can “read” text aloud to a blind listener.

St Bride Library holds a substantial collection 
of printed (embossed) materials for the blind, 
representing all the most popular systems, and many 
more obscure, short-lived ones. Some of these were 
collected by type-founder Talbot Baines Reed and 
deposited at the library after his death. Examples 
from the library’s comprehensive collections are 
shown across these pages. n

Facing Page  Front page of the first issue of The Moon.
Above  A selection of Monotype Moon characters at the Type Archive.
Right  William Moon in 1873.

INVESTIGATING THE FASCINATING ARTEFACTS 
STORED IN THE VAULTS OF THE TYPE ARCHIVE
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In my parents’ house there is a shoe-box made of 
thick cardboard. I forgot its colour, but it is quite 
robust and covered on the outside in painted 

spyrals; inside you will see tight, colourful packets of 
A6-size folded sheets. It is the entire collection of the 
Libretti di Mal’aria, a curious and fascinating series 
of 568 artist leaflets published in nearly 35 years by 
the craft and the mind of Arrigo Bugiani.

Arrigo was born in 1897 in Tuscany. He was a 

child of the Maremma, a coastal marshy region 
scourged by poverty and the tremendous malaria, 
fully and finally defeated only by hydraulic pumps 
and the post-war economic boom. Arrigo’s early 
life fell in line with the harshness of his land: his 
father and brother died when he was a child, and 
at 12 he was already working the lathe at what 
would eventually become one of the largest steel 
companies of the continent. He worked his way out 

The Curious Case of 
the Libretti di Mal’aria
Tommaso Olivero tells the fascinating story of how one man 
ended up producing a series of over 500 exquisite publications

Feature
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Feature

of the workshop and into a clerical role, but most 
importantly he kept himself active in the literary 
world, reading, writing, and publishing poems and 
prose poems in a handful of books. In his first one 
he wrote about his garden, and the life of the small 
creatures that inhabited it; profoundly devout, 
Arrigo saw God‘s designs trickling down to their 
own little life. In his writings, their miracles and 
tragedies rose well beyond their size and became 
universals - the same that flow at every level of 
existence. 

He was keen on details. He believed in poetry 
and art, and in sharing them with a community of 
like-minded people. In the early 1950s, now retired 
and with way too much energy to put into the 
nonetheless fiery local boulets matches, he decid-
ed to create the literary and art magazine Mal’aria 
(a pun on the disease’s name, as they both literally 
mean ‘bad air’). Mal’aria published nine issues 

in four years - poetry, art, prose, commentaries, 
essays, puns - and that was it; but in the summer of 
1960 small, colourful sheets started to appear.

Initially an appendix of the magazine, the Libretti 
di Mal’aria eventually became a truly independent 
series. The list of topics is long and diverse: poems, 
proses, ephemera, archival documents, short 
literary essays, accompanied by reproductions of 
paintings, drawings, etchings or woodcuts. But an 
entire Libretto could also be about a single artist, 
and then images are the real protagonist. 

Arrigo believed in poetry 
and art, and in sharing 
them with a community of 
like-minded people
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Arrigo would frame the idea for a Libretto in his 
mind, working on many at the same time, then he 
would contact a chosen poet, writer, artist etc 
asking for a contribution. Sometimes he would 
seek a regista (‘director’, as in movies) for that 
Libretto, and asked them to curate it.  

At the beginning Arrigo had thought of putting 
in place a relatively structured enterprise, with 
subscription options and regular releases. But 
soon he changed his mind and the Libretti were 
traded for stamps (for postage costs), or more 
often given away for free, even though supporters 
would insist on trying at least to pay back for what 
they were receiving. 

In celebratory pieces on local newspapers there 
are descriptions of Arrigo and his haversack full 
of these colourful pieces of papers, an image 
not too distant from the sellers of almanacs and 
chapbooks, filled with a bit of everything from 

news to farming suggestions, who were touring 
markets in rural Tuscany and elsewhere in a not so 
distant past.

It was a ‘one-man-band’ publishing house with a 
strikingly simple editorial structure, and yet that 
didn’t stop his Libretti from being a high quality 
product and including content, among the others, 
by Nobel prize winner Elie Wiesel, poet and first 
president of Senegal Léopold Sédar Senghor, and 
renowned artists Renato Guttuso and Umberto 
Boccioni - plus a significant number of Libretti on 

Feature

The Libretti were traded 
for stamps (for postage 
costs), or more often given 
away for free
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folklore, from Italy’s regions to Finland, Africa, and 
South America. 

To make the Libretti, Arrigo collaborated with 
a total of six print shops between Liguria and 
Tuscany. For the first hundred Libretti, printed by 
the Stamperia Lombardo in Genua, it is easier to 
recognise the mark of hand-set type; the Stampe-
ria Lombardo was full of type and old ornaments, 
precisely what Arrigo was looking for. 

The layout of the Libretti changed over the years, 
but the format stayed consistent - A4, or slightly 
smaller, twice folded - as it was easy and cheap 
to make the whole Libretto with just one print 
impression. The standard run was 500 copies. 
The extraordinary graphic diversity of the Libretti 
is matched by the variety of the papers they are 
printed on. 

Arrigo was obsessed with paper and constantly 
on the hunt for it; he was always seeking to create 

the perfect fusion of paper, text, and image. Thin 
paper, colourful, opaque, golden, thick, common, 
handmade; but also discarded paper from 
bookshops, from his old workplace, even from a 
hospital (like electroencephalography results, 
promptly used in a Libretto titled ‘Invocation of 
doctors to God’). 

In a short story written by Arrigo and published 
posthumously in 1995, the anonymous protagonist 
declares to be a ‘scrap-paper searcher’; they are 
not looking for any type of scrap paper, but they’re 

Feature

The layout changed over the 
years, but the format stayed 
consistent - A4, or slightly 
smaller, twice folded
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after what’s been ‘left out’, forgotten, displaced; 
precious recoveries that arise surprise and 
wonder. For various reasons, and because of the 
passions that keep stirring and pinching people, 
they note down things hastily and without self-re-
straints; unsurprisingly, then, archives and bins 
are this quest’s main search fields, the protago-
nist writes. The ancient root of the Libretti and 
the poetry they come from is not far from these 
fictional words; but they could resonate to any-
body who dedicates time and energy to find, sort, 
and publish written experiences of the spirit.  

Arrigo had set the goal line of 500 published 
Libretti. He worked hard and reached that 
milestone at the beginning of the 90s; he then 
set a new, even more ambitious goal: going back 
to zero. 500 meno 1, 500 meno 2, and so forth/
backwards: the last Libretto meant to be 500 
meno 500, where zero occurs and numbers, 

stories and memories have finally and ultimately 
rebalanced themselves.

Arrigo didn’t manage to close the circle though, 
as he passed away in the summer of 1994. Shortly 
after, one of the printers contacted the family: 
Arrigo had left a folder with a last Libretto, with 
the request to print it only after his death. The 
cover displays two trees, one with fruits and the 
other naked, and the title chi non sa amare, non 
sa morire (‘(s)he who doesn’t know how to love, 
doesn’t know how to die) - with arrows to swap 
amare and morire. Inside, a handful of words 
signed by Arrigos’ wife Mite inform all the readers 
that Arrigo has died ‘pleased as punch’, and that 
the curious experience of the Libretti di Mal’aria 
has ended with him. n

Tommaso Olivero (11040)
hello@ossaprints.com

Feature
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Competition
Moon by Peter Grant and 
Queen Elizabeth II by Jean Watson

This month we show two Adana Trophy entries. The first is a 
charming sheet by Peter Grant of the Hestan Isle Press. It’s 
printed, using an Adana Eight-Five  in gold and light blue on 
A5 220gsm cartridge by Seawhite of Brighton and the types 
used are Perpetua, Carlton and Gill Italic. The illustration is 
by Peter and is printed from a plate that he made himself.

Jean Watson's beautiful commemoration of the Queen's 
platinum jubilee was also printed on an Adana Eight-Five 
(using Adana inks) and features a regal gold crown treated 
with gold satin pearl embossing powder.  Unfortunately, the 
relief of the crown hasn't reproduced too well on the digital 
scan, but it really is quite spectacular in real life n
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THE ADANA TROPHY
The Small Printer hand-platen competition is back and 
this time there are three exciting new categories
Do you own a letterpress hand-platen, a bit of bit 
and some ink and paper? If so, then this is the 
competition for you. You just need to show us what 
you and your press are capable of and send a few 
examples in. You could be a master printer, capa-
ble of the most exquisite work, or perhaps you are 
a novice, with bundles of enthusiasm and unusual 
ideas. Either way, we want to see your work. Just 
put it down on to a sheet of A5 or smaller and send 
it in.

Seeing as the Adana hand platens have played 
such an important part in the Society over the 
years, and the name Adana is pretty much syn-
onymous with hand-platens, we asked whether 
Caslon Ltd would have any objection to us naming 
the competition’s trophy ‘The Adana Trophy’ and 
I’m pleased to say that they were only too happy 
for us to use the Adana name.
The Three new categories for this year are:
1. Metal Type
This category is for entries set exclusively in metal 
(or wood) type. If you have used metal type in 
conjunction with illustration blocks then you will 
be placed in category 2.

2. Polymer Plates etc
This category is for entries using polymer plates 
(for text or illustration) or any other sort of illus-
tration blocks. 

3. Linocuts
This category is for entries using any sort of hand 
cut blocks. They can be just illustrations or illustra-
tions with type - in fact anything you like really. 

A winner will be chosen from each of these groups 
together with an overall Adana Trophy winner.

SPECIAL 

ANNOUNCEMENT

TO ENTER:
You just need to do two things:
1. Email a picture of your entry, together with a few 
lines about it and a photograph of the press your 
entry was printed on to: editor@bpsnet.org.uk
2. Send a copy of your printed entry to: 
Mike Edwards, 98 Albany Walk, Woodston, 
Peterborough PE2 9JW. Make sure you include 
your name and BPS number with both the email 
and postal submissions.

THE RULES
Anything printed by a BPS member on a hand-plat-
en and no larger than A5 in size will be accepted 
(this includes linocuts etc). Entries will preferably 
have been printed within the last two years. The 
closing date is 31st December 2022. Once again 
Roy Caslon will be judging the competition The 
winners will be announced as soon as Roy has 
made his decision.

SO WHAT ARE YOU 
WAITING FOR?
GET PRINTING!
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A Millennium letterpress bug created as part of a boxed set using a mixture of custom wood 
type cut by Mark McKellier, metal sorts. Six passes through the press.  The red dot border 
was cast as slugs on the Linotype and whilst still warm gently bent into the curved shape. 
It was printed usung a Stephenson Blake proof press and a Chandler & Price treadle platen 
on to Madrid Litho 160gsm. The inks used were supplied by Hawthorne Letterpress.

212
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Small Printer Tender
Notice is hereby given that the tender for 
the printing of the Society’s bi-monthly 
magazine, Small Printer is due for 
renewal. Any member wishing to offer 
their services and take on this contract, 
should contact the Editor and ask for the 
specifications of the tender.

Email: editor@bpsnet.org.uk

The bi-monthly magazine of the British Printing Society
ISSN 0037 7236 JUNE 2022 VOL.58 NO.3

In this issue we look at  the history and the practice
of being creative in the use of ornaments and borders

The bi-monthly magazine of the British Printing Society ISSN 0037 7236 APRIL 2022 VOL.58 NO.2

We take a look at how some of the Society’s printers

have reacted to the atrocities taking place in Ukraine

006 Dec 2021.indd   257
006 Dec 2021.indd   257

15/03/2022   21:59
15/03/2022   21:59

FOR SALE 
Vandercook SP15 ..... Offers over £5,000
Adana P71 ........................................ £750
Adana 8-5 ........................................ £350
Adana 3-5 .........................................£150
Lead cutter ........................................ £25
Various accessories ...................... Offers 
(details on request) 

All are in a good condition and were 
owned by an avid artisan printer! 

(Now deceased). 
Buyer to collect from 

North West Herefordshire. 
Please contact: 

deborah.gittoes@arctic-circle.ltd

Society News

MINUTES of the meeting of the Executive Council 
of the British Printing Society held on 28th May 
2022 on Zoom.

Participants: Paul Hatcher President; Libby Green 
Vice President; Peter Salisbury Secretary, Andrew 
Dolinski Treasurer; Win Armand Smith PG Councillor; 
Mike Edwards Councillor; Simon Trewin Councillor
The membership list will in future be produced an-
nually after the AGM and will be updated to include 
awards and any other changes made since the pre-
vious publication. 
The Coles Award was presented at the AGM. The 
Rosen Award deadline is 25th June. The winners will 
be announced in the August Small Printer.
The three year review for the printing of Small Printer 
is due at the end of the year. An advert in the next 
Small Printer. The next term would commence at the 
start of 2023.
The President had been in touch with Bluish who had 
been selected to design the new website and discussed 
various points. The timescale will be about 4 months.
The Vice President had chaired the Secretary’s meet-
ing which had been a success and it was planned to 
have one each quarter. There had been no specific 
agenda though Open Days had been discussed.
The Secretary was collating the results of the Rosen 
Award. The Treasurer gave us an update on our fi-
nancial position. He hopes to break even. At year end 
Conventions/Open Day: There was a review of com-
ments made at the AGM. The EC will offer up to £300 
of non-recoverable expenses incurred by a Branch 
in connection with an Open Day that they run. We 
would like to fund two open days per year, ideally 
one in the south and one in the north.
The Spring Open Day would include the AGM. Dorset 
Branch had offered to host the spring 2023 Open 
Day and AGM and Solent Branch the 2024 Spring 
Open Day and AGM.
The next meeting will be a face to face meeting and 
it was suggested in London during October. Venues 
would be sought.
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I received my Ready Reckoner with the last issue 
of Small Printer and was interested to read the 
accompanying article that tested this device out. 
I was given the same reckoner by Andy Taylor 
several years ago and struggled to find it useful. I 
was pleased that I would now find out what I was 
doing wrong.

I understand the basics of justifying type: set the 
type, work out how much space is left at the end of 
the line and then divide that space equally between 
the word spacing. Now here is a gizmo that works 
it out for you. But to my mind it just doesn’t.

Firstly – what sort of psychopath starts off word 
spacing with thicks? To my mind the only way to 
progress from this is to either do as the article 
stated and take all the thicks out and re-space 
with mids (still bonkers) or risk ending up having 
em spaces between your words, surely that is 
not acceptable or readable. I remember my first 
attempt at justifying a short line resulted in huge 
word spacing and a rather scathing, and probably 
well deserved, review from John Easson in the 
PG bundle). I skim read my Dowding* and since 
then have always started my spacing with thins– 
although Dowding I fear would have us all using 
hair spaces between words, if that. He liked it 
tight! 

Using the Ready Reckoner, having set your line 
and worked out what you have left over you now 
have this odd mathematical equation where an em 
is equal to 60. Errr … 60 what? Correspondingly a 
thin is 12 which makes sense because there are 5 
in an em but I still don’t know what these numbers 
mean? Let’s say you fill the end of a line with an 
en and a mid. This, according to the RR, is equal 
to 45 (let’s call them pixie picas for now), your 
line contains 9 words giving you 8 word spaces 
to adjust. 45/8 = 5.625. But your thinnest spacing 
material is a thin which equates to 12 pixie picas so 
you can’t divide this evenly along the line.

Some comments from Katherine Anteney about Andy Taylor’s 
Ready Reckoner, with a reply and further comments from Andy.

Letter to the Editor

This means you end up spacing optically - which 
is what you should be doing in the first place 
because that’s how your typesetting is going to be 
assessed: by a human eyeball. You can put more 
spacing between two words that end and start in, 
for example, an l and a b ie still below than you can 
between, say, a w and a v ie. now vacant because 
of the difference in negative space between the 
letters due to vertical and slanting uprights.

As I mentioned I was given a Ready Reckoner 
years ago by Andy and at the time it did help me 
understand about the basics of justifying type, but 
I encountered the same problems then. I spoke to 
Andy about it at the time and he said (I think) that 
this method is designed for a linotype machine and 
not for hand setting. I may be misremembering.

I add a caveat at the end of this – I am pretty 
rubbish at justifying type and only just know what I 
am talking about (if that) but I feel that the Society 
these days probably has more members like me 
than the ‘long term hand served whatchamacallit’ 
types who can justify in their sleep. I thought 
long and hard about even writing because I was 
worried that I had missed something crucial. If I 
have, I’m dying to hear. Let me (and all of us!) know 
if it works for you or if you have a different way of 
justifying your lines, it’s the only way we’ll learn.
Katherine Anteney (10784)
*Dowding, G. Finer Points in the Spacing and 
Arrangement of Type. (Wace 1954)

Andy replies: 
Firstly the figures/numbers are just a number 
to help use the RR, to give you the spacing 
combination.

As for ‘psychopath’ spacing yes a word space 
is a third of an em or thick, but in order for any 
spacing to work correctly your spacing in your 
case has to be of the same SET width as the 
typeface for which you are using; you will start 
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running into problems if you’re using composition 
spacing instead of standard spacing, if your 
ordering spacing, name the typeface for which 
your going to use the space for, you cant chop and 
swap 12pt spacing or any other same point size, 
you have to order the SET size spacing.

As for ending up with ems as word spacing don’t 
be scared of breaking words otherwise you will 
end up with massive spacing.
In answer to her question
• 8 word spaces x 20 units = 160 units

• 45 units left over = 205 units 
•  205 units divided by 8 wordspaces  25.62 units 

closest = 24 units 
• Answer: thin + thin

In Katherine’s statement she forgot the existing 
20 unit Thick which is already there.

Finally, she seems to be getting confused with 
word spacing and letter spacing or whatever 
nonsense Mr Dowding came out with.
Andy Taylor
Time Served Compositor  or (whatchamacallit)

Above A specimen of Monotype Gill Sans Light 362, showing the set sizes listed for each size. Of course, the display sizes do not have a set size.  
Look how many of the lowercase j and i are missing their dots!
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47. The diagram (Fig. 1) makes clear the relation 
that exists between different characters of the 
same font, and the relative sizes of the different 
characters in the font. With the Monotype System 
however, it is just as  easy to determine the actual 
Set Size of a character in thousandths of an 
inch. Since the width of any character in a font 
is proportional to the width of the cap M of the 
font, it is obvious that, if we state the Set Size of 
this cap M in points, we know the width of every 
character in the font.
48. The Set Size of the cap M (18-unit character) 
of different Monotype fonts is expressed in 
points just as the body size is expressed in points. 
Therefore, when we speak of an eight-point, 
eight-set face, we mean a face with the cap M on 
a body eight points square; thus, n.
49. Since we know the relation existing between 
this cap M and all the other characters of its font, 
we do much more than express the size of the 
cap M when we say its face is ‘eight set’ for these 
two words state just as clearly that the lower 
case a, o, g, and x (9-unit characters) are four 
points wide and, in the same way, show the Set 
Size of every character in the font.
50. The set of a face indicates whether the face is 
extended or condensed and is expressed by the 

width in points, and fractions of a point, of the 
eighteen-unit characters of the face. 
51. While set is expressed in points, Set Size and 
Point Size are quite independent and must never 
be confused. It is customary, not alone in the 
composing room, to use the unit of measurement, 
without any words of explanation, to express one 
dimension of an object; for example, a half-inch 
drill means a tool that makes a hole one-half inch 
in diameter. An eight-point face means a face the 
Point Size of which is eight points, but, just as we 
would express another dimension, the length of 
that drill in inches, we use points also to express 
the Set Size of this eight-point face. 
52. Fig. 2 demonstrates that set and point are 
absolutely independent; it shows two seven and 
one-quarter set faces, one an extended six-point 
face (6 pt. No. 98J) and the other a condensed 
eight-point (8 pt. No. 64J). While there is a 
difference of two points in the Point Size of these 
two faces, the Set Sizes of the same characters in 
these two fonts are identical.  n

Fig. 1: Matrix Case Arrangement; same as Fig. 8, page 10, 
except that it shows the unit values of the numbered rows; 
that is, of the matrices carried on the same COMB. These 
numbered rows are horizontal in the above diagram, but 
lie from front to back in operating position. This diagram 
illustrates the standard arrangement of Roman and Italic 
with the standard arrangement of unit rows; viz., 5 6 7 8 9 9 
9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 18. 

Fig. 2: Set Size is absolutely independent of Point Size: The 
upper line of the above shows ten cap M’s of eight point 64J, 
a seven and one-quarter set face, while the lower line shows 
that the same number of cap M’s of six point 98J, also a 
seven and one-quarter set face, are exactly equal in width. 

Letter to the Editor
A short explanation of set sizes from The Monotype System published by Lanston Monotype in 1912
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A letterpress sheet by Phil Treble, based on an 
alphabet for the blind, visually impaired and sighted. 
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Feature

I was absolutely delighted when just a few weeks 
ago the treasure trove that is It’s A Small World 
arrived here in the post. For those of you who 
don’t know about the book, it’s a cooperative 
annual containing single leaves on printing 
subjects by different hobby printers from all 
over the world. Now in its seventh decade 
(approaching its eighth), it is likely to be the oldest 
such project still going.

It’s A Small World is a small (eight by five 

inches) perfect bound book of around thirty-five 
pages (this year) of contributions sent in by print 
enthusiasts from around the world. 

William F. Haywood in the USA originated and 
published It’s A Small World from 1955 until 1995. 
He passed away in 1999 and the Society’s own 
Mike Elliston took over in 1996 and produced 16 
issues, until retiring from the job in 2011. Alan 
Brignull then took over and is the current co-
ordinator

Perfectly Formed
It’s only eight by five inches in size, but that doesn’t stop It’s A Small World 
living up to its name keeping printers worldwide in touch with each other
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Contributors send their pages to Alan over the 
course of the year, he then compiles, binds and 
sends the participants a perfect bound copy of the 
book (without charge). 

Most, though certainly not all of the pages are 
printed in letterpress and the topics covered are of 
the contributors’ choosing – generally print related 
though. The few pages reproduced here from this 
year’s edition will give you a good idea not just of 
the variety of topics but the amount of thought and 
skill that goes into their production. There really 
are some beauties.

Anyone interested in taking part should contact 
Alan at adanaland@gmail.com for details of the 
deadlines, number of pages required, advice on 
paper stock and so on.

Count me in for 2023 Alan! n
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I look back to the initial conception of Lanespress 
with admiration, as it was with a donated 
Masseeley Model 33 Ticket and Showcard 

machine that marked the start of my journey into 
letterpress printing. This particular machine, 
made by Masson, Seely and Co (from 1929) in 
London, were common sights in department 
stores and similar businesses for the production 
of advertising and display material. Unfortunately 
for me at the time (considering all parts) this 
machine wasn’t the full complement I would have 
needed to start printing with paper, type and ink 
toot sweet. Although thinking about it, if the hot 
foiling apparatus, inking rollers and all the standard 
faces (18 point to 12 line) were complete, I am sure 
Lanespress would have started on a very different 
path indeed if these had been present! 

At the time I had already entered the sometimes 
murky waters of local print studio sales (sadly due 
to closure) and the habit-forming online auction 
site sales, bidding on anything that glinted allur-
ingly in silvery grey tones ...all in aid of building 
a half decent type collection, something I do 
remember I kept needing to tell myself! But as lim-
iting knowledge of the printing machine became 
more obvious to me, I reached out and made con-
tact with Bob Richardson (9527), who many of you 
may already know. He shed a ton of light on the 
matter and was kind enough to tell me more about 
the sort of type used on these large Masseeley 

Feature

Reconfiguring a Masseeley
Giles Edwards explains how he adapted his old Masseeley ticket and 
showcard machine from hot foil to letterpress to start up the Lanes Press

Above A sales brochure showing the Masseeley logo
Facing Page: First print pulled on the reprised Masseeley press
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Feature

as the manufacturer intended). So, knowing the 
dimensions to work to, I needed to establish how 
much of the bed width I could sacrifice, allowing 
the chase to still be held by a narrow surrounding 
frame whilst sliding the bed inboard and out-
board. I was at the point where I literally thought 
‘Yes, I’m going to get this machine printing again 
…albeit in a slightly different way!’. 

Starting the onerous task of re-fitting the (once 
forgotten) void of this heavy machine, I first off 
had to tackle the wide gape between the press-
bed and the platen. This was described to me as 
space previously occupied by the original ‘heating 
element casing’ and rollers. It was essentially a 
roller press, and now required hand inking, not an 
issue I thought, knowing I’d need to address that 
uncertainty later. Building into the gape, firstly; 
required raising the bed thickness; secondly; 
inclusion of a top/bottom frame assembly and 
thirdly; using some form of spacing block material 
that would ‘lower’ the platen height by a consid-
erable distance. All on a bed size of 330 x 504mm 

foiling machines, along with a few stories from his 
time working at Lime Grove Studios, for the BBC. 
‘Masseeley cut their own faces in brass at their 
works in East London at the time and were able to 
supply many of the most popular styles available in 
lead, but to avoid paying any kind of royalties they 
simply re-named everything. As each letter was 
individually engraved, not cast, this was an expen-
sive exercise which made the system extremely 
pricey in accumulating a wide selection of type 
styles and sizes. Masseeley type was regarded as 
the best in the world, being one quarter of an inch 
in height, from brass, most of the faces used were 
specially commissioned by graphic designers, 
at substantial cost to the printers. Masseeley’s 
own stock faces, named ‘Mascot’ and ‘Cricket’ for 
example, were pirate copies of Stephenson Blake’s 
‘Granby’ (check the ‘Quatermass’ drama series 
posters from the 1950s), and to have a full fount 
professionally engraved cost a substantial £400 
per point size. The 1994 kits have been broken up 
and the presses are still popular for proofing or 
even limited production, most of the type has no 
doubt found other homes’.

More mindful of the working history of these 
printing machines, I needed to understand their 
operation. It operated without a chase as the 
showcard type was never ‘locked-up’ in any 
way, just slotted-in place on the bed by a set of 
rods that snapped into side slots. Typesetting in 
comparison, may have taken a different approach 
to holding a composing stick to form words and 
sentences from typecases. Working on what I al-
ready knew about letterpress printing, and seeing 
the sliding bed as potential to house the (then 
unrestrained) largest chase I could find on eBay. 
I could then plan to lock up a forme in a more 
familiar and conventional way. Also being able to 
use type high sorts gauged at 0.918’’ (not 0.25’’ 

Right: Coach bolt removal
Facing Page: Platen modification, wedge-shape!
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(with a top frame prospect of 13 x18’’ (Imperial 
Quarto)).

Luckily the kind friend Mike Garbutt who 
donated me the press was an experienced 
and mechanically minded printer himself. He 
explained how the press bed is pivoted outboard. 
With an arm linkage (pull) that leavers the bed 
up towards the platen, by way of cylindrical cam 
mechanism. Completely unbeknown to me, there 
are three ‘followers’, working together, converting 
the rotational motion from the pull of the arm, to 
a linear motion, ie. lifting the bed to the platen and 
hence, impressing the paper onto the face of the 
forme. Looking further at the platen, I was puzzled 
as to where/if there was an impression ‘sweet-
spot’, as the platen is wedged-shaped in-section 
and how that would be affected when considering 
larger formes. So if sandwiching on a couple of 
20mm thick pieces of 8-ply that, when tested, 
returned an even impression without any (too 
noticeable) print quality irregularities? Bosh! I’ll 
have that, one down. 

The next challenge I had committed to memory 
as being of the utmost importance was re-
configuring the old Masseeley to incorporate 
registration—very amenable to letterpress print-
ers—in the hope that it would be exacting and 
consistent across short run lengths. As I found 
out later, each impression required a considerable 
time window to operate the press, especially with 
more than one colour work. Sitting at my drawing 
board (still heard of in 2012 thankfully), I drew 
some inspiration from early c17 cast iron hand 
presses (Colombian and Albion) specifically with 
their tympan/frisket assembly for expertly holding 
work. I knew this would be the best way to accom-
modate working at 0.918 type height. Building on 
this, I chose a material that would be easy to work 
and that I had the relevant tooling for. European 
oak was my go-to for frame material, being strong 
enough to stretch a tympan (I prefer waxed manil-
la) taught across all corners and easy enough to 
work, as it also proved later sturdy and adequate 
for make-ready without too much sag. Held in 

DO YOU HAVE AN INTERESTING PRINTING STORY TO TELL? 
IF SO, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH AT EDITOR@BPSNET.ORG.UK
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place between top and bottom bails–formed out 
of aluminium section and four pins–proved an un-
usual, but most effective addition for quick tympan 
sheet swap outs. Bails are a popular method–nor-
mally found on vertical platen presses (Adana 
8x5 for instance)–for holding packing in place 
against the press bed. Now registration could 
be accommodated with Kort ‘Adjustable Quad 
Guides’ and a frisket (metal frame, tack welded 
and formed from three flat bar metal extrusions). 
The hinged frisket could hold grippers (two elastic 
bands proved simplest) preventing the work sheet 
slipping and/or touching the inked forme as a pull 
was taken. The top part of the frame assembly, 
standing 9mm, gave enough head height to loosely 
place the packing requirement for the job on top 
(work sheet thickness dependent). 

Pleased with the printed results, no slurring was 
a definite bonus. And accurate registration could 

be achieved with just as much patience. Inking by 
hand however took a lot of practice becoming fa-
miliar with working fresh litho inks and achieving 
correct film thickness on the job forme. All in all, 
with considerable time invested over the years, 
this reprised press proved quite functional for 
its intended purpose. And the subsequent years 
spent with it generated some half decent work. 
Now put away only for the time being. n

Above: Opened top/bottom frame for holding work.
Right: Closed top/bottom frame for holding work.

Feature
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Susan Shaw’s vision for the Type Archive was an 
ambitious one, but funding was a problem from 
the outset. The fixed annual grant received each 
year from the Department for Culture, Media 
& Sport currently falls well short of the rent 
payable. The Archive buildings are leased and 
annual increases mean that costs continue to 
rise, with utility bills, site security and essential 
expenses bringing further financial pressures 
to bear. As a national collection, there is an 
expectation that conservation be carried out, 
educational and vocational courses be provided, 
and access be maintained. While research 
access continues, some of the other services, 
such as conservation, cannot be funded within 
the current budgets.

The trustees and volunteers are disappointed 
that Sue’s vision could not be realised. The Type 
Archive would have been a lasting monument to 
her drive and determination. She rescued three 
major British businesses which might have been 
scrapped or broken up, and provided a safe 
haven for their assets for over three decades.

Sue envisioned a museum and study centre 
which would have celebrated the printed word, 

through the machinery, books and artefacts 
which made the craft a practical reality for 
500 years. The Archive is a treasure house and 
although the buildings are not ideal the holdings 
have been maintained in good condition in 
secure surroundings for thirty years. Although 
closure seems inevitable, there is still much to 
celebrate. The Monotype and Stephenson Blake 
collections will be transferred to the National 
Collections Centre at Wroughton and limited 
access will still be available to researchers. 
The Science Museum’s digitisation project also 
means that much original material can now be 
viewed online. Discussions are ongoing over the 
future of the Robert DeLittle collection, for which 
a new home will eventually be found.

Monotype Hot Metal, the commercial subsid-
iary of the Type Archive, continues to work its 
way through a backlog of orders and these will 
be completed before closure. At some point in 
the near future it will not be possible to accept 
new orders as essential engineering machinery 
is removed to storage at Wroughton. We do not 
know when this will be, but customers will be 
advised when the details become available. n

Announcement

Type Archive
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Exhibition 
A Kingdom of Cardboard
18 July – 3 October 2022
The BBC celebrates 100 years of broadcasting in 
2022. For over half a century, cardboard was the 
mainstay of BBC TV graphics. Much of the material 
was ephemeral and destroyed after use. St Bride 
Library has brought together a remarkable col-
lection of surviving pieces in our new exhibition 
‘Kingdom of Cardboard’.

Open House 
8 September 4:00-8:00pm
Visit our atmospheric print workshop, library, ex-
hibition and historic rooms. We will have items 
from our unique print, type and design collections, 
demonstrating our significant place in the history 
of the printing press trade. 

Talk
A Kingdom of Cardboard
21 September 6:30-8:00pm  
Bob Richardson celebrates a golden age of BBC 
television graphics when physical objects were an 
important part of the craft.

One Day Adana/ 
Letterpress Course (£108-£120)
10 August, 7, 21, 29 September 10:30-4:30 
This one day course is for the new or aspiring 
letterpress printer who is looking to set up a simple 
home studio using the popular Adana platen press.

Letterpress 
Summer School (£275-£295)
23, 24 & 25 August
During this course students will examine the pro-
cesses and application needed to create their own 
work using letterpress. 
This includes hand composition of metal and wood 
type and the use of our Albion, Columbian, Stan-
hope, Adana and Vandercook presses.

Tour of St Bride (£10)
25 August, 29 September 11:00-1:00pm
Tour our printing workshop, historic rooms, and 
famous library. 
Get the chance to view some of the items in the 
library’s special collection, and learn more about 
the Foundation and its significant place in the 
illustrious history of the printing trade.

Exhibitions, Talks & Events

www.sbf.org.uk
14 BRIDE LANE •  FLEET STREET •  EC4Y 8EQ

For more information visit our website: https://sbf.org.uk/whats-on/ 
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News

Surrey & Sussex Branch, June 2022

Saturday 18th June saw eight members of Surrey & 
Sussex Branch, including two who had only recent-
ly joined the Society, gathered in Jenny Towler’s 
Shoreham garden for our summer picnic. It was 
great to be able to socialise and enjoy ourselves 
without the shadow of organising a convention or 
open day hanging over us and we were delighted to 
have the opportunity to share in Jenny’s celebra-
tion of her birthday. We were also able to help 
her make some decisions about how to dispose of 
Adrian’s printing equipment following his untimely 
death on 3rd March and an Adana, some trays 
of type and other items were carried off to new 
homes later that afternoon. A list of all the items 
now for sale appears in a bundle item with this 
copy of Small Printer.

Over lunch we examined and discussed the two 
entries for the Rosen Award – both well produced 
and very good examples for our new members of 
what a branch can achieve. 

I have six plain dark navy Fruit of the Loom 
polo shirts for sale, purchased in 2019 for the 
convention organisers but subsequently surplus 
to requirements. Sizes are: Men XL (x2), and L (x1) 
at £7 each; Lady-Fit XXL (x1), XL (x2) at £8.50 each. 
Please get in touch if you’re interested in taking 
one or more off my hands.

After lockdown and the Convention that never 
was, we’re all looking forward to getting back to 
a regular programme of branch meetings and 
interesting activities which will be all the better 
now that our numbers have doubled over the past 
eighteen months. Our next meeting will take place 
at Andy Jackson’s Vu Press in August.

Dorset Branch, June 2022

We welcomed a new member to the branch, Tom 
Roberts. Following a letter from our building 
society, it seems they are no longer going to have 
a Treasurer’s Account from the end of July, so the 
members decided that the Chairman would look 
into an alternative bank.

The Dorset Branch members will be running 
the catering for the New Forest Wayzgoose on 25 
September 2022. We also discussed the type of re-
freshments we will provide at our own Wayzgoose 
next April 15 2023.

Frank had brought in his collection of type scales.  
Tom was asking about type high bearers for his 
Albion press, to improve the inking, which Frank 
said he might be able to help with.

There was a request to do some more book-
binding and making cases was suggested as the 
practical topic for the July meeting. n

Branch Reports
Our regular nationwide round-up of the activities of the Society’s branches.
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New members
11068 Mr Alfons Boehm 
Ramsgate ffs.inlab@gmail.com
11069 Miss Lauren Vaughan 
Farnborough lauren.vaughan@hotmail.co.uk
11070 Mr Steve King 
Nottingham steve.king.0335@gmail.com
11071 Mr George Lever 
Clitheroe admin@knightlabels.co.uk
11072 Mr Johnny Peng 
Beijing Printing ceo@yinterpress.com 
Institute, China 

Change to details
The following members’ personal details were not included 
in the Membership List, and should be added:
10505 Mr Peter Eustace 
6 Lindsey Drive, Crowle, Scunthorpe, DN17 4NY 
t 07763 244267 e petereustace2004@yahoo.co.uk
11054 Dr Gillian Whiteley 
115 School Road, Beighton, Sheffield, S20 1EG 
t 07770 610715 e gmwhiteley@btinternet.com 
Deaths
10897 Helen Elias died in June 2022

Membership renewals Currently £30 for UK, £45 for 
Overseas, or £30 Overseas Online only, and notifications 
of change of any personal or contact details should be sent 
to the Membership Secretary: Chris Green, Noddyshall, 
Rockshaw Road, Merstham, Redhill RH1 3DB. Please 
make cheques payable to the ‘British Printing Society’.

Membership

Society members may view and download further 
interesting content on our website by registering at 

www.bpsnet.org.uk. Registration provides access to the 
‘Members Only Area’ which is available to all members.

WHY NOT VISIT
THE WEBSITE

BRANCH SECRETARIES

Bristol
Zelda Velika
t 07841 831337 e bristol@bpsnet.org.uk 
Dorset
Ron Watson
t 01202 429642 e dorset@bpsnet.org.uk
Essex
Margaret Rookes
t 01245 611484 e essex@bpsnet.org.uk
Lincolnshire & District
Mike Edwards
t 07526 659614 e lincoln@bpsnet.org.uk
London
Matt McKenzie
t 07836 785505 e london@bpsnet.org.uk
Maidenhead
Paul Hatcher
t 01189 666124 e maidenhead@bpsnet.org.uk
Overseas
Jonathan Levy
e overseas@bpsnet.org.uk.
Scotland
John Easson
t 01828 628001 e scotland@bpsnet.org.uk
Shropshire
Peter Criddle
t 01743 350208 e shropshire15@bpsnet.org.uk
Solent Branch
Elizabeth Kirby
t 01980 863143 e solent@bpsnet.org.uk
South Wales
Richard Paterson
t 01446 790463 e swales@bpsnet.org.uk
Surrey & Sussex
Libby Green
t 01737 644145 e surrey@bpsnet.org.uk
Yorkshire
Phil Treble
e yorkshire@bpsnet.org.uk

www.bpsnet.org.uk

Why not get in touch with your local branch!
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Line adverts (text only) per issue Members Only Free (up to 50 words) then 10p per word

Display advertisements 1⁄4 page per issue £7.00

Display advertisements 1⁄2 page per issue £15.00

Display advertisements Full page per issue £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A5) £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A4 folded to A5) £30.00

The Society reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. Although every eff ort will be made to publish an 
advertisement in a specifi ed issue if requested, this cannot be guaranteed.
The same display advertisement appearing in six or more consecutive issues is subject to a 10% discount.
Display advertisement artwork should be sent to editor@bpsnet.org.uk by the 3rd of the month prior to publication.
Line advertisements should be sent to the editor@bpsnet.org.uk by the 3rd of the month prior to publication.
Printed inserts (350) must be sent to the Mailer so as to arrive by the 25th of the month prior to publication.
Payments should be made on receipt of an invoice from Society Treasurer

Small Printer Advertising Rates

All Letterpress Bought, Sold & Sourced

Rapidly changing stock. Worldwide shipping.

Stay up to date by following on Instagram - search
urbanfox.letterpress and see new and current stock posted daily.

URBANFOX LETTERPRESS

wanted☞
All letterpress items of interest. Fair prices always
paid. Nationwide collection.

I've worked with many BPS members in the past and
always ensure everything goes on to be used again
as intended.

07950 953 543 or hello@urbanfoxdesign.co.uk☎
Based in Broadstairs Kent - Visitors always welcome
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Ye Olde ‘One-Stop’ Letterpress Shoppe!

Why would you go anywhere else?

Re-manufactured Adana machines including treadle platens and proof presses - Composing sticks, 
typescales, galleys, furniture, quoins, quoin keys, planers, tweezers, bodkins - New & second-hand type 
laid in cases and/or wooden cabinets, @ signs, # signs, + signs, borders, dashes, rules and spacing 
materials.  High definition Rubber inking Rollers, a full colour range of letterpress inks, tympan manila 
platen dressing sheets and gauge pins. We also service and refurbish customer’s own machines.

www.caslon.co.uk
+44 1727 852 211

Our AdanaLite Photopolymer system enables you to easily make negatives and 
letterpress plates at home. We supply a range of polymer plates at competitive 
prices and make mounting bases to order to suit your machine and thickness of 
plates you wish to use. Professional, Reliable & Expert advice always available.

� 

Moulton Printing 01253 342992 www.moultonprinting.com


